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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH REVIEW COMMISSION 

SECRETARY OF LABOR, 

Complainant, 

v. 

FILM ALLMAN, LLC, 

Respondent. 

Region 4 
OSHRC Docket No. 14-1385 

OSHA Inspa.-1ion No. 959753 

RESPONDENT FILM ALLMAN, LLC'S 
PETITION FOR DISCRETIONARY REVIEW 

Pursuant to 29 C.F.R. § 2200.91, Film Allman, LLC petitions the 

Commission for review of Administrative Law Judge Sharon D. Calhoun's 

Order affirming the willful citations issued to Respondent and the $74,900 

penalty assessed therewith. As grounds for the petition; Film Allman 

believes that the ALJ' 5 decision should not be affirmed for 3 reasons: first, . 

the ALJ erroneously denied Film A.l1.rnan pre~hearing access to statements . 

of former employees .that .contained exculpatory and helpful information 

relevant to Film Allman's defense; second, that the ALJ erroneously 

defined Film Allman's actions as willful; and third, that the AL] should 

have reduced the amount of the penalty assessed against the company, 

based on Film Allman's safe· working history, the size of the company, and 

the lack of any bad intent on Film Allman's part in. this accident. 

Very generally, the facts in this case are that FUm Allman is a 

company established for the purpose of making a movie called J"Midnight 

Rider"; a movie based on Gregg Allman's autobiography.·Crew members 

from 'Film Allman were on the property of Rayonier Perfonnance Fibers in. 

Wayne County, Georgia, filming a scene from the movie on February 20, 

2014. The crew members had permission from Rayonier to be on their 
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property and were set up to film next to the train tracks at the Doctortown 

Trestle over the Altamaha river. While some of the crew was on the trestle 

filming parts of a scene from the movie, a train came down the tracks; the 

crew members did not all get off the tracks before the train passed by. 

Crew member  .waskilled either by the train or by flying debris 

caused by the train hitting a hospital bed that was on the tracks as part of 

filming the scene. Some other crew members were injured" some seriously.' 

injured. OSHA issued citations to Film Allman alleging that Film Allman 

violated two specific standards by having crew members work on the train 

trestle where the guard rails did not meet those standards; and willfully 

violating the general duty clause of the OSH Act The proposed fine was 

the maximum fine allowed for each citation for a total of $74,900. 

1. Witness Statements Should N.ot Have Been Withheld Under the 
Informer' s PrivUeg.~ 

Prior to the hearing Film Alhnan sent discovery requests to 

Complainant to identify all people interviewed in co:nnection with 

Complainanf s investigation and to provide all witness statements taken 

by or produced to OSHA or Complainant. The Secretary of Labor objecte~ 

to th~se requests on several bases included that the information was 

protected by the informer's privilege. The Secretary did produce sworn 

interviews of a handful of people who were, at one point, employees of 

Film Allman but did not produce all of the interviews. The Secretary also 

redacted large portions of OSHA's file for this Inspection claiming the 

redacted portions were protected by the informers privilege1. Film Allman 

1 Parts of the inspection file were redacted pursuant to other privileges, such as 
attorney-client privilege. 
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knew that Compliance and Safety Health Officer John Vas had 

.. interviewed cr~w members who were present on February 20 when the 

accident happened. Ex~tive Proq.ucer Jay Sedrish was present when Vas: 

carne to the stUdio in Savannah to conduct the interviews the week after 

. the accident occurred. Jay Sedrish trial deposition p. 68,108-109. Film 

Allman also had copies. of the witness statements taken by the Wayne 

County Sheriff's Office immediately after the accident and most of those 

witness statements came from Film Allman employees. Film Allman also 

took the pretrial depositions of Charles Baxter and Stephanie Humphreys . 

- who were both interviewed by OSHA - yet the SeCretary refused to 

provide their statements to Film Allman, claiming wormers privilege. 

Film Allman filed a motion to compel the Secretary to provide the 

infonnation being withheld pursuant to the informers privilege because 

the potential informers were already known to Film Allman, Film Allman . 

had no employees at the time discovery was under way in this matter, and 

Film Allman's·need for the information in order to prepare for the hearing 

outweighed the government's interest in protecting the witnesses.· 

The ALJ denied the motion to compel. Just prior to the hearing, Film 

A1lman again moved for disclosure of the informer's prior statements and· 

that motion was denied. At the hearing, Film .AJ.lmari was given the prior 

statements of the witnesses that testified, but only after their direct 

testimony waS concluded. Film Allman also questioned Compliance Safety 

Health Officer John Vas at the hearing. He was called as a witness for the 

Secretary. As part of his investigation he interviewed witnesses including 

then-employees of Film Allman about the accident. He wrote, in his own 

handwriting, a summary of what the witnesses said during their 

interview, and that summary became part of the investigation file. Hearing 
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Transcript p. 786. During cross-examination the Secretary refused to let 

him answer questions about how many witnesses he interviewed, who the 

witnesses were that he interviewed, what those witnesses said, or when 

. they said it. Mr. Vos did admit there were inconsistencies among the 

witnesses' statements; for example, the witnesses disagreed as to whether 

a safety briefing was held prior to filming on February 20, but the 

Secretary did.not let him attribute those inconsistencies to specific 

witnesses. Hearing Transcript p.782. Witnesses also disagreed about 

whether another train was expected to come down the tracks. Tr. 788. 

The Informer's privilege can be waived once the identity of the 

. infonner is disclosed. Secretary of Labor v. Donald Braasch Construction, Inc., 

17 D.S.H. Cas. (BNA) 2082 (Rev. Comm'n 1997). (emphasis added). In this 

case Film Allman knew the identity of the "informers" because they knew 

the identity of the employees interviewed by Vas. 

Finally, the informer's privilege is not absolute. It must give way 

when disclosure is essential to the fair determination of a case. Secretary of 

Labor v. Donald Braasch Construction, Inc., 17 O.s.H. Cas. (BNA) 2082 (Rev. 

Comm'n 1997). 

Here, the witness statements withheld were essential to the fair 

determination of this case. The withholding of the information denied Film 

Allman the tools with which to defend itself and misconstrued the intent 

of the informers' privilege. Due process demands that these statements 

shouid have been produced to Film Alhnan prior to the hearing or at least 

after Mr. Vos's testimony. When Vas testified about his investigation and 

. the conclusions he drew from the investigation, he was basing that 

testimony - in part - on the statements of witn~ses he had interviewed 

when neither the identity of the witnesses nor the totality of the statements 
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were provided to Film Allman. Unfairly and at great disadvantage, the 

Company was then forced to defend itself without full knowledge or 

understanding of the facts on which the Secretary was basing its case. 

2. The ALI Erroneously Oassilied Film Allman's Violation as 

Willful 

Film Alhnan's violation of the >I general duty" clause of the OSH Act 

was not willful because Film Allman's actions were not intentional or 

reckless. The evidence clearly established that Film Allman believed only 

two trains would traverse the tracks on the afternoon of filming. Tr. 506, 

Tr. 975, 976, 987, 1087; Sedrish Oepo p. 54-56, 88; Schwartz Depo p. 28,41, . 

123,125. After watching the two trains pass by, Film.Allin.an believed it 

was safe to begin fUming because no additional trains would come by. 

Film Allman's comfort in filming on the tracks that afternoon was 

supported by the presence of Rayoruer security guards and the Rayonier 

conununications manager, Tina Kicklighter. Additionally, Tina Kicklighter 

had escorted representatives onto those same tracks i;n the days prior to 

filming. During that escorted visit to the site, the representatives went 

further onto the tracks than they did on the day of filming, spent at least 30 

minutes out on the tracks, and no trains traversed the tracks that 

afternoon. Rayonier and CSX have a close working relationship, and Film . 

Allman relied on Rayonier's superior knowledge as the property owner in . 

proceeding with fihning on the afternoon of February 20. Tnere were no 

warning signs or "Keep Off" or I'No Trespassing" signs posted near the 

tracks. While Film Allman showed a lack of diligence in filming on the 

tracks on February 20, Film Allman was not intentionally exposing its 
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employees to danger. Had Film Allman known the "two trains" 

information was unconfirmed and lUlIeliable; it would not have filmed on 

the tracks that afternoon. 

Find.ing ·that Film Allman's conduct was willful ignores the 

distinction between willful conduct and negligent conduct. II A distinction . 

between serious and wilful violations exists only if wilfulness means 

knowledge that the conditions violate the statute or regulations - actual 

rather than imputed knowledge, for otherwise we are back to negligence. 

And so we wrote in Union Oil, 869 F.2d at 1047 (citation omitted): "a 

negligent violation is merely 'serious: and for a 'willful' violation more is 

necessary." United States v. Ladish Malting Co., 135 F.3d 484/ 490 (7th Cir. 

1998). Film Allman's conduct was negligent but not willful. There is no 

evidence to show that Film Allman knew it was acting in violation of the 

law. 

3. The ALI Erroneously Affinned the Violation of the General Duty 
Clause At the Maximum Penalty Allowed 

Film Allman should not have been assessed the maximum penalty 

under the statute because Film Allman's actions were not malicious, they 

had a safe working history and were a small company. Indeed, Film 

Allman was given a reduction in penalty by OSHA on the "serious" 

violations because of their company size. Tr. 732. Film Allman was a 

company formed specifically for the making of the "Midnight Rider" 

movie; this is typical in the film industry. The principles of Film Allman, 

director Randall Miller and his wife, writer/producer Jody Savin, have 

never had a significant injury to any of their employees in any of their 
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previous movies. Jr. 1023. Film Allman employees and others testified that 

Miller and Savin had always operated in a safe manner. 

Film Allman demonstrated good faith in striv4lg to provide a safe 

work place for its employees, in part by hiring cast and crew who were 

union members. By virtue of their union membership, these people had 

safety training. Tr. 492, 795~796, 808, 1033, Sedrish depo p. 18-19. Film 

Allman had not been subject to routine OSHA inspec;tions - something 

. that is more common with factories and construction sites than movie sets~ 

Film Allman's principals, who have long careers in the film industry, have 

never been subject to any OSHA inspection on their prior projeCts. Film 

Allman has been unable to find another instance where OSJ-IA i~sued a 

citation to a movie production company or film crew. Indeed one only 

has to watch a few movie previews to see that OSHA almost never 

imposes its standard workplace restrictions of such things as rail heights 

or egress lanes which makes its determinations in Film Allman's case seem 

arbitrary at best 

A $74,900 penalty and the willful designation is disastrous for this 

small company and its principals who have safely provided more than 

20,000 jobs over their careers. It should be reduced to be proportional to 

the size of the company and reflect Film Allman's good faith in striving to 

provide a safe work place and prior safe work history. 

For all of these reasons, Film Allman respectfully requests the 

COnmUssion to grant this petition for discretionary review. 

Submitted this 16th day of October, 2015. 

GARLAND, SAMUEL & LOEB, P.C. 
s/Amanda R. Clark Palmer 
AMANDA R. CL~ PALMER 
Georgia Bar No. 130608 
DONALD F. SAMUEL 
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Georgia Bar No. 624475 
EDWARD T.M. GARLAND 
Georglll Bar No. 284900 
Attorneys for Respondent 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have served a true and correct copy of the 

foregoing RESPONDENT FILM ALLMAN, LLC'S PETITION FOR 

DISCRETIONARY REVIEW upon the following via first class mail with 

sufficient postage thereon to ensure delivery: 

Karen E. Mock 
Monica Moukalif 

Office of the Solicitor 
u.s. Department of Labor 

61 Forsyth Street, S.W. 
Room7T10 

Atlanta, GA 30303 
mock.karen@dol.gov 

moukalif.monica.r@dol.gov 
atl.~~dcourt@dol.gov 

Charles F. James, Counsel for Appellate Litigation 
Heather R. Phillips, Counsel for Appellate Litigation 

Office of the Solicitor, U.S. DOL 
RoomS4004 

200 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Wi:lShington, D.C. 20210 

This 16th day of October, 2015. 

~.f1.manda R Clark Palmer 
Ga Bar No. 130608 
Attorney for Respondent 
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